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Introduction

Breeding for resistance to the blister rust fungus (Cronartium ribicola FISCHER) in western white pine (Pinus monticola DOUGL.) began in Northern Idaho in 1949. A previous
Progress report in this s'eries, (BINGHAM, SQUILLACE, and
DUFFIELD,
1953) outlined selection and progeny test procedures we would use toward obtaining rust-resistant planting stock. This report gives first results on transmission of
rust resistance, as shown by performance of control- and
wind-pollinated progenies of 21 phenotypically resistant
parent selections. It also includes some tentative estimations on heritability of rust resistance and expected rate
of improvement per generation of breeding.
We have given particular emphasis to methods of making
heritability and improvement estimates using heterogeneous, early-generation materials, for in forest tree breeding
an early understanding lof the efficacy of selection, as well
a s foreknowledge of the potential degree of improvement
per generation of breeding, is of great practical importance.
Gains from forest tree improvement will materialize much
more slowly than those made in crop breeding. They ar3
geared to the much slower succession in tree generations
and often to a longer period necessary for expression of
mature-tree characteristics. It follows that heavy investments in time, funds, and lands will accumulate during
the period required for producing and testing a single generation of trees. Early assurance that selection is both realistic and profitable, and that satisfactory improvement -will
probably accompany future breeding work, is a necessity.
Materials and Methods

S e l e c t i o n of P a r e n t s
At the start of selection work we decided to concentrat?
our efforts on a single characteristic - resistance to blister
rust disease. We did this for 4 reasons. First, without 'blister
rust control, management of western white pine is impossible. Second, resistance to the disease is quite easy to
recognize in the field in comparison with other characteristics like rate of growth. Third, many of the western urhite
pine stands in which we worketd are heavily infected, and
the presence of rust-free individuals therein is a good
indication that genetic variability in resistance to the
disease exists. Fourth, even with the most efficient selection methods (like the "tandem" method), the rate of
genetic improvement in any one characteristic is only 1/ i n
times as great when n characteristics are selected for
simultaneously as when one characteristic is considered.
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The selection process itself was simple (BINGHAM, et al.,
1953). It consisted of touring many heavily infected white
pine stands in northern Idaho and northwestern Montana
and searching out those rare trees having no blister rust
cankers (or in a few cases, where neighboring trees had
thousands of cankers, those with only 1 or 2 infections).
We had help in this selection work. Other members of the
Forest Service and lumber industry personnel were on the
lookout for rust-free trees and gave us the location of
several promising "candidates" and heavily infected selection areas. Inspection from the ground was insufficient,
because it was too easy to overlook small cankers high in
the crown. Each of the candidates has been climbed and
inspected several times before being classified as rust-free.
To date, we have located more than 200 of these rustfree phenotypes. Data from progenies of 21 of these selected trees are included in this paper. Eighteen of t h x
candidates, represented by 2 or more control-pollinated
progenies, are considered in more detail in heritability and
improvement analyses.
C o n t r o ~ l l e ~Pdo l l i n a t i o n
Before entering upon genetic testing cf the rust-free
phenotypes, we had to make two decisions - whether io
concentrate on clonal testing (cf. S YRACH L ARSEN, 1947; 'I'oDA,
1958) or on the testing of sexual progenies, and whether to
concentrate on testing of wind-pollinated progenies or on
control-pollinated progenies from 2-parent matings. Sexual
progeny testing was believed necessary because clonal propagation is difficult in western white pine (BINGHAM, et al.,
1953); 2-parent matings were indicated because their analysis for partitioning genetic variance into additive and
nonadditive components is likely to be much more sensitive. Clones can only demonstrate the presence OE genetic
variation, not itsl inheritance, and in a seed propagated
species we are interested in the performance of seedling
progenies. Controlled pollination experiments require a
greater initial loutlay in time and materials, but do not
require progenies as large as those for wind pollination
experiment~~.
Furthermore, at the time these experiments
were started (and even today), there were no data showing
the relative amounts of additive variance, dominance
variance, and epistatic variance involved in the inheritanc?
of resistance or other characters of forest trees. Thus, the
conlrolled pollination work was most advantageous for
determining the pattern of future work programs. In this
respect, a diallel crossing program appeared desirable, but
even with 21 parents (210 2-parent crosses in the diallel
scheme) and the necessity of pollinating 5 or more shoots
per Cross, it was simply beyond the female flowering
capacity of the parent trees. Instead, pollination proceeded
to the limit of female flowering, and was thus concentrated
largely on several heavily flowering trees.
The progenies reported in this paper resulted f r o n ~pollinations made in the spring of 1950 according to methods
outlined previously (BINGHAM, et al., 1953). It is unnecessary
here to describe the details of the technique except to
mention that unpollinated controls left on certain female

